On the relation between photo- and gravitropically induced spatial memory in maize coleoptiles.
The interaction of photo- and gravitropic stimulation was studied by analysing the curvature of maize (Zea mays L.) coleoptiles subjected to rotation on horizontal clinostats. Gravitropic curvature in different directions with respect to the stimulation plane was found to be transient. This instability was caused by an increasing deviation of response direction from the stimulation plane towards the caryopsis. The bending angle as such, however, increased steadily. This reorientation of the gravitropic response towards the caryopsis is thought to be caused by the clinostat-elicited nastic curvature found in maize coleoptiles. In contrast, the response to phototropic stimulation was stable, in both, orientation and curving. Although stimulation by gravity was not capable of inducing a stable tropistic response, it could inhibit the response to opposing phototropic stimulation, if the counterstimulation was given more than 90 min after the onset of gravistimulation. For shorter time intervals the influence of the phototropic stimulus obscured the response to the first, gravitropic stimulation. For time intervals exceeding 90 min, however, the phototropic effects disappeared and the response was identical to that for gravity stimulation alone. This gravity-induced inhibition of the phototropic response was confined to the plane of gravity stimulation, because a phototropic stimulation in the perpendicular direction remained unaffected, irrespective of the time interval between the stimulations. This concerned not only the stable phototropic curving, but also the capacity of the phototropic induction to elicit a stable directional memory as described earlier (P. Nick and F. Schafer, 1988b, Planta 175, 380-388). This was tested by a second blue-light pulse opposing the first. It is suggested that gravity, too, can induce a directional memory differing from the blue-light elicited memory. The mechanisms mediating gravi- and phototropic directional memories are thought to branch off the respective tropistic signal chain at a stage where photo- and gravitropic transduction are still separate.